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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
As part of a national strategy to rejuvenate our cities and large towns, whilst concentrating new
housing and employment in existing urban areas, South Dublin County Council (SDCC) and Dublin City
Council (DCC) have come together in a joint urban regeneration effort.
Unique in Ireland, the City Edge Project is a transformative initiative, re-imagining the Naas Road,
Ballymount and Park West areas at the western edge of Dublin City. Creating a new urban quarter, it
has the potential for 40,000 new homes and 75,000 jobs, making it one of the largest regeneration
schemes in Europe. The City Edge project area in relation to the wider Dublin area is illustrated in Figure
1 below.

Figure 1. City Edge Project Area

The central aim of City Edge will be to deliver a compact liveable city, providing future residents,
workers and visitors with a choice of sustainable travel options. This will be achieved through focusing
new mixed- use and urban development on enhanced active travel and public transport corridors.
A Strategic Framework has been prepared setting out a high-level strategy for the future development
of the City Edge area. The full details of the proposed transport measures for City Edge are contained
in the Movement Chapter (Chapter 8) of the City Edge Strategic Framework (2022).
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1.2 Purpose of Report
The purpose of this report is to set out the methodology behind the assessment and development of
the Movement Strategy for the City Edge Strategic Framework. The Movement Strategy has informed
a plan led, urban design and placemaking approach as part of an iterative process in the preparation of
the overall City Edge Strategic Framework. The Strategy was undertaken on a step-by-step basis and
included reviewing existing policy and the transport baseline, undertaking a future demand analysis
utilising the NTA’s Regional Modelling System, developing transport options, optimisation of land use
to align with existing and future transport schemes, developing the draft Strategy for stakeholder
review and subsequently finalising the Strategy.
This report describes the process and results from the modelling and appraisal of the transport
network for City Edge for all travel modes (public transport, walking, cycling, car and freight) using the
National Transport Authority’s (NTA) Eastern Regional Model (ERM) as well as the Travel Demand
Management Measures that were incorporated into the process. This document should be read in
conjunction with the City Edge Strategic Framework.
Based on the planned full delivery of the City Edge project over a 50-year horizon (2070), the report
examines:
• The distances future residents/visitors will travel to and from City Edge and the likely mode of
travel for their journey including the number of trips per mode of transport.
• The future demand and capacity for public transport journeys along key transport corridors.
• The contribution of City Edge traffic to the local and national road network and the future
performance of these road networks.

1.3 Report Structure
The following provides a description of the contents of each section of the report:
•

Section 2 summarises the methodology used to develop and assess the transport solutions for
City Edge;

•

Section 3 sets the context for the methodology employed by providing an overview of the NTA
Regional Modelling System (RMS) used to assess City Edge;

•

Section 4 describes the land use scenario and forecast growth in population and employment
for City Edge;

•

Section 5 outlines the movement framework for City Edge and the transport measures
included in the modelling assessment including how the existing and planned transport
network, future transport schemes contained in the NTA's Greater Dublin Area Transport
Strategy and additional Transport Measures proposed as part of the City Edge Project were
incorporated into the modelling

•

Section 6 presents the outcome of the strategic modelling assessment; and

•

Section 7 concludes the results of the strategic multi-modal assessment and the impacts of the
City Edge Strategic Framework’s Movement Strategy.
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2. TRANSPORT ASSESSMENT & DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY
2.1 Overview
The City Edge development proposals will generate a high demand for movement across all modes,
both locally and across the wider Dublin area. A sufficient level of transport provision is required to
support this demand. An evidence-based approach has been used to gain an understanding of the
likely demand for travel from City Edge and the necessary transport infrastructure required to meet
the demand, with a focus on sustainable travel. In summary, this has involved the following key steps:

Existing and Planned Transport Network
A review was undertaken of the condition and capacity of the existing transport network across all transport
modes. In addition, future transport schemes as contained in the NTA's Greater Dublin Area Transport Strategy
were examined. This information was considered at the Baseline Research Stage of the Project.

Travel Needs Assessment
The NTA’s Eastern Regional Model (ERM) was used to assess the transport demand for the emerging preferred
land use scenario. An overview of the ERM is presented in chapter 3 of this report and the emerging preferred
land use is presented in Chapter 4 of this report.

Potential Transport Network
An integrated transport network proposal was developed for City Edge with a focus on encouraging travel by
sustainable modes. The transport network required to serve the potential future demand of City Edge is
presented in Chapter 5 of this report and the transport impact of these measures utilising the ERM are
presented in chapter 6 this report.

Infrastructure Requirements
Finally, a package of phased infrastructure projects are identified to support the sustainable development of
City Edge. The proposed phasing of the infrastructure measures is presented in chapter 12 of the City Edge
Strategic Framework.
Figure 2. Methodology Process
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3. NTA REGIONAL MODELLING SYSTEM
3.1 Background
In advance of detailing the steps used to develop and assess the transport solutions for City Edge, this
section sets the context for the methodology by briefly explaining the NTA Regional Modelling System
(RMS), outlining its scope, extent, components, functionality and its suitability for use in developing a
transport strategy for the City Edge Project. The information in this chapter is based on the latest
version 3 model used in the appraisal of the final strategy.
The national remit of the NTA requires a system of regional models to help it deliver on its planning
and appraisal needs. The NTA Regional Modelling System comprises five regional transport models
covering the Republic of Ireland and centred on the five main cities of Dublin, Cork, Galway, Limerick,
and Waterford and is summarised in Table 1 below.
Regional Modelling System

Table 1. Regional Modelling System

Abbreviation

Counties Covered

Louth, Monaghan, Cavan, Longford, Westmeath,
Meath, Offaly, Laois, Kildare, Dublin, Wicklow,
Carlow & Northern Wexford

Eastern Regional Model

ERM

South Eastern Regional Model

SERM

South Western Regional Model

SWRM

Cork & Kerry

Mid-Western Regional Model

MWRM

Limerick, Clare & North Tipperary

Western Regional Model

WRM

Wexford, Kilkenny, Waterford & Tipperary South

Galway, Mayo, Roscommon, Sligo, Donegal & Leitrim

Each regional model has the following key attributes:
•

Full geographic coverage of the relevant region;

•

A detailed representation of the road network, particularly the impact of congestion onstreet public transport services;

•

A detailed representation of the public transport network & services, and demand
prediction on the different public transport services within the regions;

•

A representation of all major transport modes including active modes (walking and cycling)
including accurate mode-choice modelling of residents;

•

A detailed representation of travel demand, e.g. origin and destination of trips, journey
purpose (e.g. employers business, commute, education etc.), car ownership/availability,
mode of travel and representation of five time periods (AM, Inter-Peaks, PM and Off-Peak);
and

•

A prediction of changes in trip destination in response to changing traffic conditions,
transport provision and/or policy.

The Eastern Regional Model (ERM), which covers Louth, Monaghan, Cavan, Longford, Westmeath,
Meath, Offaly, Laois, Kildare, Dublin, Wicklow, Carlow & Northern Wexford, has been used to support
the development of the City Edge Models. Figure 3 on the following page illustrates the geographical
extent of each of the Regional Models.
City Edge Project
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Figure 3. Modelling System Regional Model Areas

3.2 Regional Modelling System Dimensions
The regional modelling system features or dimensions are defined in terms of:
• Zone system;
• Modes of travel represented;
• Base year;
• Time-periods; and
• Demand segmentation.
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3.2.1

Zone System

The zone system definitions for each of the regional models were based on Census Small Area (CSA)
boundaries and Electoral Districts (EDs). The 2016 CSAs are the core base layer for each zoning system.
CSAs are the smallest geographic unit of data available with which to define the model zone system.
Each CSA is a defined geographic area associated with demographic data (e.g. population, age
distribution, employment status), and the work / school travel characteristics of the population (via
Place of Work, School or College - Census of Anonymised Records (POWSCAR)).
CSAs are subsets of EDs. ED boundaries are commonly used as the unit of geographic information in
Ireland and as such it was desirable to maintain a transparent relationship between EDs and the model
zone system. Regional Model zones can be smaller or larger than either of these units where required.
The criteria used for developing zone boundaries for the ERM and other regional models included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population, Employment and Education – maximum values were specified for zone
population, number of jobs and persons in education;
Activity Levels – limits were applied to zone activity levels ensuring that zones with either
very low, or very high, levels of trips were not created;
Intra-zonal Trips – threshold values were applied to the proportion of intra-zonal trips,
within each zone, to avoid an underestimation of flow, congestion and delay on the network;
Land Use – zones were created with homogeneous land use and socio-economic
characteristics where possible;
Zone Size/Shape – thresholds were applied to zone size, and irregularity of shape, to avoid
issues with inaccurate representation of route choice;
Political Geography – as mentioned above, it is possible to aggregate all zones to ED level
i.e. zone boundaries do not intersect ED boundaries;
Special Generators/Attractors – large generators/attractors of traffic such as Airports,
Hospitals, shopping centres, etc. were allocated to separate zones by Modes of Travel

The regional model system covers all surface access modes for personal travel and goods vehicles:
•

Private vehicles – taxis and cars;

•

Public transport – bus, rail, Luas, BRT, Metro;

•

Active modes – walking and cycling; and

•

Goods vehicles – light goods vehicles and heavy goods vehicles.

3.2.2

Base Year

The base year of each model is 2016 with a nominal month of April. This is largely driven by the date
of the Census (POWSCAR) and the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS).
3.2.3

Time Periods

The model represents an average weekday. The day is split into five time periods considered within
each of the regional models, detailed in Table 2 below. The periods allow the relative difference in
travel cost between time periods to be represented. Representative peak hours are used in the
assignment models, which are based on period to peak hour factors derived from survey data for each
time period and mode.
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Table 2. Time Periods

Period

DEMAND MODEL
FULL PERIOD

AM Peak

07:00-10:00

Morning Inter Peak (IP1)

10:00-13:00

Afternoon Inter Peak (IP2)

13:00-16:00

PM Peak

16:00-19:00

Off Peak

19:00-07:00

ASSIGNMENT PERIOD
Representative Peak hour 1 – based on a Peak Hour
factor of 0.393 for cars, 0.393 for active modes and
0.47 for public transport
Average hour from full period - based on a Peak
Hour factor of 0.33 for cars, 0.33 for active modes
and 0.33 for public transport
Average hour from full period (not assigned)
Representative Peak hour - based on a Peak Hour
factor of 0.358 for cars, 0.358 for active modes and
0.4 for public transport
Free flow assignment

3.3 Eastern Regional Model (ERM) Structure
3.3.1

Overarching Structure

As mentioned above, the ERM is the model used to support the development of the Greater Dublin
Area Transport Strategy. All the regional models, including the ERM, include 3 core modelling processes
(i.e. Demand Model, Road Assignment Model and Public Transport Assignment Model) which receive
inputs from the National Demand Forecast Model (NDFM) and provide outputs for transport appraisal
and secondary analysis. This process is shown in Figure 4 below.

The Peak Hour Factor represents the proportion of transport movements that take place within the peak hour of a
particular time period. For example the morning period is between 07:00-10:00 and the single peak hour may be between
08:00 - 09:00. In the table above, 39.3% of the car trips for the AM period would take place in the AM peak hour.

1
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Planning
Data

National Demand
Forecasting Model

Demand Model

Travel
Costs

Road Assignment
Model

Public Transport
Assignment Model

Transport Appraisal /
Secondary Analysis
Figure 4. Model Structure

3.3.2

Planning Data

The Planning Data referred to above is a national database of 99 demographic and spatial variables for
each of the 18,642 CSAs in the state. The main categories of planning data are:
•

References and spatial definitions;

•

Origin-based person types; e.g. age bands, gender, principal economic status (PES),
employment type, and various combinations of categories;

•

Destination-based person types; e.g. employment type or education type; and

•

Households.

3.3.3

National Demand and Forecasting Model (NDFM)

The NDFM is a separate modelling system that estimates the total quantity of travel demand
generated by and attracted to every Census Small Area (CSA) daily. The level of demand from, and to,
each zone (referred to as trip ends) is related to characteristics such as population, number of
employees and land-use data as outlined in Section 2.
City Edge Project
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The NDFM comprises the set of models and tools that are used to derive national levels of trip making,
for input to each of the regional models. The NDFM outputs levels of trip making at the smallest
available spatial aggregation (CSA).
The key components of the NDFM are as follows:


The Planning Data Adjustment Tool (PDAT) controls the planning data inputs to the core
NDFM system. It is used to amend planning data to represent the combination of general
changes over time and the relevant land-use planning scenarios;



The Car Ownership/Car Competition Models estimate the level of car ownership in a CSA,
(sub-dividing the number of households in each CSA between ‘No Car’, ‘Cars < Adults’ and ‘Cars
>= Adults’ households) i.e. the car competition bands;



The Car Availability Model classifies the set of individual person trips as either ‘Car Available’
or ‘Car-not-available’ using calibrated relationships between the three car competition bands
and the trip purpose;



The National Trip-End Model (NTEM) converts the planning data into person trips, using
calibrated trip rates; and



The Regional Modelling System Integration Tool (RMSIT) estimates the level of trip-making
by main mode (car, bus, rail and goods vehicles) between 38 of the main urban settlements in
Ireland.
3.3.4

ERM Demand Model

The Demand Model models travel behaviour and is implemented in Cube Voyager (Strategic Modelling
software). The demand model processes all-day travel demand from the NDFM through a series of
choice models to represent combined mode, time of day, destination and parking decision making.
The outputs of the demand model are a set of trip matrices which are assigned to the Road and Public
Transport models to determine the route-choice and generalised costs.
The demand model consists of several components that interact in a sequential manner between the
trip end model and the assignment models. It includes the following distinct components:


Macro Time of Day;



Mode Choice;



Destination Choice;



Parking; and



Tours and One-Way.

A simple representation of the model structure is shown in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5. Demand Model Structure

3.3.5

ERM Road Assignment Model

The Road Assignment Model (RDAM) is implemented in SATURN 2 and includes capacity restraint
whereby travel times are recalculated in response to changes in assigned flows. The main purpose of
the RDAM is to assign road users to routes between their origin and destination zones. The cost of
travel is then calculated by the RDAM for input to the demand model and economic appraisal.
It should be noted that SATURN is a macroscopic model and considers the aggregate behaviour of
traffic flows. It does provide detail on junction delay and queueing along links. It is a strategic model
used to look at impacts across a wider area. Whilst suitable for the purposes of this strategic
assessment it is not suitable for detailed junction modelling which consider the interaction of individual
vehicles, which should be undertaken using a microscopic model.
The inputs to the Road Assignment model from the demand model are the road assignment matrices
from the assignment preparation stage. The outputs from the Road Assignment model for the demand
SATURN stands for 'Simulation and Assignment of Traffic to Urban Road Networks'. A suite of flexible network analysis
programs developed at the Institute for Transport Studies at the University of Leeds and Atkins

2
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model processes consist of generalised costs 3 skims by time period and assigned road networks in CUBE
Voyager format which are passed on to the PT model.
In addition to these requirements for demand model processes, there are a series of standard SATURN
outputs that are produced for use in the specific interrogation of the road networks for scheme and/or
scenario assessment.
3.3.6

ERM Public Transport Assignment Model

To generate costs to update the choice model processes, a Public Transport assignment must be
undertaken to establish new generalised costs. The Public Transport Assignment Model (PTAM) is
implemented in Voyager and is used to allocate PT users to services between their origin and
destination zones. The model includes a representation of the public transport network and services
for existing and planned modes within the modelled area. The model includes:


Rail;



DART;



Luas;



Metro;



Urban Bus;



Inter-Urban Bus; and



Bus Rapid Transit (BRT).

The outputs of the PT assignment model fall into two categories, those required by the demand model,
and those produced for reporting and analysis purposes.
The outputs from the Public Transport Assignment model for the demand model processes consist of
the assigned networks which are passed on to active mode assignment as the starting point for their
network build procedure, and generalised cost skim matrices by user class for each of the assigned
time periods that feed back into the main Mode and Destination choice demand model loop. An
overview of the PT model process is shown in Figure 6.
3.3.7
Alternative Futures Travel Demand
The NTA’s Eastern Regional Model and TII’s National Model have both been built using pre-Covid traffic
count data and therefore reflect pre-Covid travel behaviours. The forecast year models are then based
on the travel behaviours calibrated in the pre-Covid situation. In modelling terms, this forecast is often
referred to as the ‘Business as Usual’ scenario. It simply reflects pre-Covid travel behaviours.
The way we travel in the future is uncertain. Changes in policy, technology travel preferences etc. will
change. This change in travel behaviour has accelerated recently with the shock of the Covid pandemic,
which has led to home working for a large proportion of society. To account for this change, transport
planners develop Alternative future scenarios for transport demand. This enables schemes to be tested
robustly against a number of potential forecast scenarios. Both the NTA and TII have developed
Alternative Demand forecasts to account for these potential longer-term changes in travel behaviours.
For the City Edge Project, the proposed land use plan and transport network has been examined using
both the ‘Business as Usual’ travel demand and the ‘Alternative Futures’ travel demand developed by
the NTA, in order to provide a robust assessment of the proposed transport strategy. The outcome of
the modelling assessment is detailed in Section 6 of this report.
The generalised cost is the sum of the monetary (E.g. public transport fares, cost of fuel etc.) and non-monetary costs
(E.g. Travel time) of a journey
3
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Figure 6. PT Model Process

3.3.8

ERM Active Modes Model

The Regional Modelling System represents active modes (i.e. walking and cycling) within the demand
model to improve the realism of travel choices. To generate costs to update the choice model
processes, an active modes assignment must take place to establish new generalised costs. This active
mode assignment assumes no crowding or delays.
The inputs for the active assignment model are the output CUBE format PT networks, the demand
model produced assignment matrices and separate input pedestrian only links and cycle lanes. The
outputs of this process include an assigned network with walk and cycle flows by user class, and a set
of generalised cost skims. The active assignment is a CUBE-based lowest cost path assignment model
with no junction modelling based purely on distance and a constant speed by mode.
Walk speeds are taken as 4.8 kph for all user classes while cycle speeds are set to 12 kph as default
except in specified cases as indicated by the cycle data network input. Improvements to cycling mode
provision are included through associating improvements to cycling Quality of Service to increases in
service user speeds.
3.3.9

Summary

The Eastern Regional Model (ERM) provides a comprehensive representation of travel patterns across
the Dublin City and County area and fulfils the NTA’s requirements in terms of its planning and
appraisal needs. The limitations of strategic transport models are recognised and fully understood.
The ERM is considered the appropriate tool for the testing and appraisal of the City Edge Movement
Strategy.
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4. 2070 LAND-USE ASSUMPTIONS
4.1 Introduction
In advance of assessing and identifying potential demand for different travel modes and key demand
corridors, the NTA, in association with Dublin City Council (DCC) and South Dublin County Council
(SDCC) identified an emerging preferred future land use scenario for the City Edge Lands for the year
2070, which formed the basis for the City Edge Strategic Framework. A Planning Datasheet for the 2070
Land-use Scenario for application within the City Edge Movement Strategy was then prepared. This
Planning Datasheet has been used as the baseline land-use scenario for modelling of City Edge and its
predicted influence on travel patterns in the wider Greater Dublin Area. The model contains forecast
breakdown of population, employment and education places for City Edge, GDA and the wider Eastern
Region for 2070 forecast by Census Small Areas.
Presently, there are no statutory plans setting out population growth forecasts for Ireland beyond
2040. Therefore, this assessment is a theoretical exercise for the purpose of appraising the potential
longer-term impacts of transport policy/schemes beyond the 2040 National Planning Framework
aligned forecasts.

4.2 City Edge Forecast Growth
The sections below present population, employment and education numbers for the derived 2070
Baseline Land Use Scenario at a high level for City Edge area. Comparison between 2016 and 2070
scenario are also made to present the growth between the two scenarios. The aspiration for delivery
of development within City Edge is shown below in Figure 7.

Figure 7.
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Table 3 provides a comparison between the 2016 and the 2070 planning forecasts for City Edge lands.

Population
Employment
Education

Parameters

Table 3. Population Comparison

2016

4,301
22,900
1,762

2070

76,758
73,704
14,040

Growth
72,457
50,804
12,278

Further to the Strategic Objectives contained in the City Edge Strategic Framework, the full delivery of
City Edge will result in a significant growth in population, from 4,301 persons in 2016 to a projected
potential population of 76,758 in 2070 4. Figure 8 below illustrates the level of total population growth
distributed across City Edge based on the ERM’s model zone structure. As set out in Chapter 5
(Housing) of the Strategic Framework, the future residential population will be centred on public
transport nodes and integrated with other commercial and social functions as part of a mixed-use
neighbourhood. Population growth has been forecasted for zones relative to their size etc . Further
information on population numbers envisaged across the City Edge Lands site is provided in chapter
11 of the Strategic Framework.

For the purpose of the strategic modelling assessment a population of 76,758 has been examined, however a lower or
higher population (ranging up to 85,000 people) could be delivered at City Edge.
4
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Figure 8
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Overall employment also grows substantially from 22,900 employees in 2016 to 73,704 employees in
2070, representing a growth of 50,804 jobs in the City Edge area. As set out in Chapter 7 (Economy) of
the Strategic Framework, City Edge will seek to deliver diverse and resilient high value employment
opportunities around high-capacity public transport nodes. Given its proximity to the national road
network, lands adjacent the Naas Road will continue to service light industry, advanced manufacturing
and logistics employment sectors.
Figure 9 displays the forecast growth of jobs distributed across City Edge based on the ERM’s model
zone structure relative to zone size and existing in-situ employment populations. Further information
on the distribution of employment envisaged across the City Edge Lands is provided in chapter 11 of
the Strategic Framework.
Based on the anticipated level of population growth, the Strategic Framework makes provision for
up to 20 primary schools and 5-6 secondary schools, which will support a combined population of
over 14,000 pupils. Figure 10 displays the forecast growth in primary and secondary school pupil
numbers (based on school location) distributed across City Edge.
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Figure 9.
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Figure 10.
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5. MOVEMENT FRAMEWORK
5.1 Overview

Chapter 8 of the Strategic Framework sets out the proposed transport infrastructure initiatives and
policy measures to support the delivery of sustainable travel choices for the future residents of City
Edge. The following section summarises and combines existing, planned and future potential measures
including:
• The Planned Transport Network for the City Edge Project Area under the National Development
Plan up to 2030;
• Future transport schemes identified under the NTA's Draft Greater Dublin Area Transport Strategy
up to 2042 and beyond; and
• Additional Transport Measures proposed under the City Edge Project up to 2070.

5.2 Planning for sustainable transport
A key objective of Ireland’s Climate Action Plan is to achieve net zero emissions from transport by 2050.
The City Edge Movement Strategy must reflect this level of ambition. As a result, sustainability is
embodied in the movement principles that guide the Movement Strategy. These are summarised in
the four points below:
5.2.1
Connectivity
City Edge is envisaged to be a well-connected place that prioritises public transport and active mode
infrastructure to support sustainable travel choices. This will entail among other objectives, the
implementation of ‘15-minute neighbourhood’ principles that maximise route choice and access to
residential, employment, education, retail, service, community and leisure uses by means of walking,
cycling and public transport.
5.2.2
Transit Orientated Development
Transit Orientated Development concentrates higher density development around public transport
nodes so people can benefit from high quality public transport and sustainable development. Public
transport becomes the preferred mode of travel when stations are convenient to access and door to
door travel journey times are competitive when compared to private car.
5.2.3

Placemaking

Placemaking integrates Transport Planning with Urban Design. It recognises that transport links, for
example streets, perform two functions: they facilitate the movement of people and goods and serve
as places (destinations in their own right). City Edge is taking a design-led approach that prioritises
placemaking so that attractive and distinctive neighbourhoods and spaces are created.
5.2.4
Sustainable Mobility
Sustainable mobility focuses on reducing single-vehicular use through the delivery of more attractive
greener alternatives for travel. Its implementation is essential to achieve net zero transport emissions
transport by 2050 and help address city-wide issues of congestion and air quality. The shift to
sustainable travel is supported through technological advancements in transport including Mobility as
a Service 5, Car sharing apps, carpooling, and e-bikes.

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 'is a personalised digital travel planning service which enables users to plan, book and pay
for a journey using multiple mobility services (e.g. walk, bike hire, public transport etc.)
5
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5.3

Public transport

Public transport is the core component of Transit Orientated Development and underpins the viability
of ‘15-minute neighbourhood’ delivery. For Public Transport to reach its full potential at City Edge it
will need to have sufficient capacity to meet expected passenger demand for services. This relies on
the right amount of public transport investment being delivered. An overview of the combined
emerging public transport network up to 2070 is presented in Figure 11 and summarised below:

Figure 11.

5.3.1

City Edge Public Transport Network

Bus

At City Edge, an enhanced bus network will support sustainable development by ensuring connectivity
both internally and externally. Planned improvements are already underway through BusConnects
Core Bus Corridor Infrastructure, Network Redesign and Next Generation Ticketing as part of the
National Development Plan 2030.
In addition, City Edge has identified the need for an Outer Orbital Route and strengthened Inner
Orbital Route to serve future development proposals along these corridors and create an integrated
public transport network that supports sustainable multi-modal choice. Demand for public transport
on the Inner Orbital Route may require a higher capacity solution into the future.
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5.3.2

Light Rail

Light rail will play an important role in the success of City Edge. The existing Luas Red Line service
provides high capacity and frequent services between west Dublin and the city centre, with existing
stops at Kylemore, Bluebell and Blackhorse. However, there is currently a 2km distance between
Kylemore and Red Cow stations which results in a significant proportion of the City Edge development
area falling outside a comfortable walking distance / catchment area of existing Luas stops. To improve
accessibility to public transport, City Edge envisages a new Luas Red Line stop on the Naas Road, west
of the Nangor Road.
• City to Lucan Luas Line F - The National Development Plan 2030 and the Draft GDA Transport
Strategy 2042 identifies the need for a new Luas line that connects the City Centre with Lucan.
This will traverse the north-eastern boundary of City Edge and will be integrated into future
land use and transport proposals.
• Kimmage Luas Line and Red Line Reconfiguration – The Draft GDA Transport Strategy 2042
includes a commitment (Measure LRT6) to undertake detailed appraisal, planning and design
work for new Luas lines for delivery after 2042. They include the potential reconfiguration of
the Red Line to provide a new route from Tallaght to Kimmage and the City Centre.
• Inner orbital - It is envisaged that the inner orbital corridor put forward under the City Edge
Project will be served by high-quality bus services. However, there may be need for even higher
capacity light rail services along this route as demand increases into the longer term. This
corridor will be safeguarded with this in mind.
5.3.3

Rail

Rail will provide high-capacity public transport connectivity to destinations outside City Edge through
DART, Regional and InterCity rail services. The DART+ Programme will improve attractiveness of rail
services through quicker journey times and increased frequencies, making City Edge more accessible
by rail and supporting Transit Orientated Development.
Key to unlocking the benefits of rail will be improved connectivity to Park West Cherry Orchard Station
and more critically the provision of a new station at Kylemore Rail Interchange. Connectivity to Park
West Cherry Orchard Station will be delivered through CBC08 BusConnects, Outer Orbital route
services and the integration of improved walking and cycling facilities.
Kylemore Rail Interchange is a proposed new station that was considered under initial DART+
proposals and is also detailed in the Draft GDA Transport Strategy 2042 (Measure RAIL6). The station
will allow City Edge to deliver a best practice multi-modal interchange that promotes Sustainable
Mobility, Placemaking, Connectivity and Transit Orientated Development, enabling up to 15 trains to
directly serve City Edge per hour with journey times of five minutes to Heuston Station and about 10
to 12 minutes to and Connolly and the city centre.
Further to the Movement Strategy outlined under Chapter 8 (Movement) and Spatial Layouts indicated under
Chapter 11 (District and Character Areas) of the City Edge Strategic Framework, such a station will enable easy,
accessible and convenient integration between PT modes, including DART+, Luas Line F (City to Lucan), bus
services and other orbital routes. This will allow residents, workers and visitors to benefit from the high-quality
public transport available in City Edge. It is envisaged that the Kylemore Rail Interchange and its surrounding
District will incorporate high quality urban streets and spaces including a public plaza to promote active travel
for the first and last-mile elements of trips. This will provide the opportunity to provide secured and sheltered
cycle parking and gathering spaces with convenient pedestrian and cyclist connectivity between the station and
Red Luas Red Line (Kylemore). Major centres are identified in the spatial strategy within the City Edge Strategic
Framework focused on the existing Kylemore Luas stop and the proposed Kylemore Rail Interchange, linked by
a high street.
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5.4 Walking & cycling
5.4.1
Overview
Based on the ’15-minute neighbourhood’ concept, the City Edge Strategic Framework promotes the
delivery of a compact liveable urban quarter, whereby residents will be able to access essential daily
needs locally, without the use of a car. The delivery of walkable networks will help create vibrant and
inclusive communities, improves the health and wellbeing of its residents and contributes to the
reduction of carbon emissions from transport.
A range of measures are set out to increase the attractiveness of active travel and promote the ‘15minute neighbourhood’ concept under the City Edge Strategic Framework. These include:





A permeable pedestrian and cycling network (as illustrated in Figure 12 below);
A safe pedestrian and cycling environment with high quality facilities suitable for use by all;
Easily accessible public transport; and
Connectivity between key destinations.

Figure 12.
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5.5 Travel demand management
The following section sets out the key demand management proposed under the City Edge Framework
to reduce overall demand for travel and promote walking, cycling and public transport as a first choice
for travel.
5.5.1
Residential Car Parking- Ultimate Build Out Strategy
Residential parking standards have traditionally followed a ‘Predict and Provide’ approach which seeks
to forecast vehicular trip generation for a site and provide sufficient parking to accommodate the
demand. This ‘rear-view’ approach based on an examination of previous travel behaviours often results
in an over provision of road network capacity and lack of focus on walking, cycling and public transport
infrastructure. More recently best practice guidance has advocated a ‘Decide and Provide’ approach
to parking which still examines past travel behaviours but is more closely aligned to sustainable policy
which seeks to provide better integration between transport & land use planning and a greater
investment in walking, cycling and public transport.
As set out in the previous sections, the City Edge Strategic Framework has adopted a transit orientated
approach which will provide future residents with efficient access to high-capacity public transport as
well as access to essential daily services within a 15-minute walk or cycle. This integrated approach to
transport and land use planning affords the opportunity to adopt a policy led ‘Decide and Provide’
approach to parking to enable the City Edge regeneration to meet its net-zero carbon emission targets.
Whilst residents will still have access to use of private transport through shared car schemes, in the
ultimate build out scenario it is therefore proposed that all of City Edge operate as a Car-Free
Residential development, except for persons with disabilities or identified mobility needs (for example
emergency services). Many European cities have already successfully moved to zero or substantially
reduced parking standards based on access to high quality public transport and essential daily services.
The provision of zero or reduced levels of parking are linked to supporting mobility services including
access to car clubs, quality bike parking, bike sharing schemes etc. Further information on supporting
mobility services for City Edge is set out within this section.
5.5.2
Residential Car Parking – Transition Period
It is acknowledged that the full realisation of the City Edge vision will take a number of years to achieve
as land use and infrastructure will be delivered on a phased basis. In this transition period, there will
still be a level of demand for private transport as key services may not be available, however parking
provision should still follow best practice ‘maximum’ parking standards as established by SDCC and
DCC. During this transition period, an alternative parking model is proposed for City Edge which
facilitates the parking needs of residents (and other users) in collective parking areas (multi-storey
units) located on the periphery of residential blocks rather than individual units situated under each
apartment. The creation of collective parking blocks can facilitate the eventual removal or re-purposing
of the majority of parking structures in line with the vision to deliver a near zero parking development.
Further information on the development and operation of collective parking units is contained in
Section 8.11.4 of the Strategic Framework.
5.5.3
On-Street Parking
To control the use of on-street parking, parking charges will be applied and set at a rate which deters
long stay parking but supports short stay visitors and shoppers who will contribute to the vibrancy and
commercial success of the urban centres. Dynamic Kerbside management, as trialled in Dublin City
Centre, will be employed to facilitate the servicing needs of local businesses.
5.5.4
Workplace Parking
The economic vision for City Edge envisages the regeneration of the study area to transition to a mixeduse neighbourhood where people will want to live, work and socialise. Under this vision, employment
opportunities will be centred around investment in sustainable infrastructure and coordinated with
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other land use development, thereby contributing to the delivery of the 15-minute neighbourhood
concept.
Following the same principles established for the residential parking standards in City Edge, in the
ultimate development scenario it is proposed that zero workplace parking be provided for new
employment centres, with the exception of persons with disabilities or identified mobility needs.
Figure 13 below illustrates the areas where no free workplace parking and limited free workplace
parking would be implemented at City Edge.

Figure 13

City Edge Workplace Parking

5.5.5
Other Demand Management Measures
In addition to the travel demand measures outlined within this section, the City Edge regeneration will
promote the measures summarised in Table 4:
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Table 4. Demand Management Measures

Measure

Low Traffic
Neighbourhoods
and Car Free
Zones

Home Zones

School
Development and
Transport
Planning

Bike Sharing

Car Sharing

Mobility as a
Service (MaaS)

Description
Low traffic neighbourhoods comprise
groups of residential streets, bordered
by roads, where “through” motor
vehicle traffic is either discouraged or
removed entirely. Car Free zones seek
to entirely remove private car traffic
from streets, prioritising the needs of
sustainable
modes.
A single or group of residential streets
where the street is a shared
community space, with priority
afforded to pedestrians and vehicular
traffic reduced or entirely removed.
There are several land use planning
and transport planning considerations
relevant to the provision of new
schools and the provision of walking
and cycling infrastructure within their
catchment.

A public bicycle sharing scheme is a
highly effective urban transport
system that can have the added
benefit of widening the catchment of
public transport.
Public car sharing is a model of car
rental where people rent cars for short
periods of time, often by the hour.
They are important in urban areas in
facilitating car-free or low-car
developments.
A personalised digital travel planning
service which enables users to plan,
book and pay for a journey using
multiple mobility services (e.g. walk,
bike hire, public transport etc.)
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Opportunity in City Edge
It is envisaged that development in City Edge
will be largely mixed-use and centred on

existing and future public transport nodes. In
keeping with transit orientated principles,
opportunity exists to remove the private car
from these centres to create vibrant liveable
communities.
The placement of collective parking
structures on the periphery of residential
districts will substantially reduce the volumes
of through traffic on residential streets,
thereby creating opportunities for
imaginative use of street space.
City Edge provides a unique opportunity to
site new schools into planned development
to optimise walking, cycling and public
transport. The co-location of schools would
enable the sharing of transport facilities and
creation of car free areas such as ‘School
Streets’ around school sites.
City Edge will support a population of over
75,000 people and approximately 70,000
jobs. All district centres within City Edge will
be situated within 3km of each other and will
be connected by a comprehensive network of
cycle routes. The development will be of a
sufficient scale and density to support a
comprehensive bike sharing scheme.
The provision of car sharing for future
residents and employees of City Edge will
help discourage car ownership and increase
travel by sustainable means.
The provision of MaaS for future residents
and employees of City Edge will help
discourage car ownership and increase travel
by sustainable means.
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5.6 Freight & servicing management
Given its proximity to the National Road network, the City Edge lands already play a crucial logistics
role in the movement of goods throughout Dublin and the whole of Ireland. As development within
City Edge project lands increases, it can be expected that delivery and servicing needs will increase,
from both a commercial and residential / personal perspective. City Edge will embrace its attractive
location on the national road network in proximity to Dublin city centre and retain its important
function for freight distribution (including for the movement of goods into the city centre). Figure 14
illustrates how logistic industries and HGV movements can be concentrated within proximity of the
M50 / N7 corridors, with the provision of consolidation hubs in this area enabling last mile movements
serving both the City Edge project lands and wider area to be undertaken by other more sustainable
modes.

Figure 14.

Proposed City Edge Freight and Servicing Management Diagram

5.6.1
Servicing Management Measures
A number of measures will be implemented or considered during the development of City Edge to
enable sustainable freight and servicing practices to be adopted, minimising the impact of such activity
on the street, road and transport network, pedestrians, cyclists, residents, businesses and visitors.
These include:







Smart Lockers: Use of centralised / smart lockers in key development areas (e.g. shopping
centres, major office hubs, public transport interchanges) to reduce servicing vehicle demand
within the project lands.
Alternative Vehicles: Promotion of the use of environmentally friendly options for last-mile
deliveries, including electric vehicles and cargo bikes.
Consolidation Centres: Situated adjacent the M50 and N7, the western portion of the City Edge
lands are ideally positioned to support third party logistics operators in the development of
shared access (hauliers and businesses) consolidation centres to reduce the number of lastmile trips.
Out of Hours Deliveries: Encouraging businesses to undertake servicing activity outside of peak
hours or overnight.
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Dynamic Kerbside Management: Improve delivery certainty through the use of technology
that allows servicing vehicle drivers to book slots for Kerbside access for delivery activity.
Dynamic Kerbside management has been trialled in Dublin and brings numerous benefits; such
as reduced congestion (as commercial vehicles do not need to circulate an area to find a loading
space), improve efficiency for deliveries, more efficient use of valuable commercial space and
improved air quality.
Innovation: Embrace new technology that supports sustainable freight and servicing
management.
Work with Developers: Ensure a framework is in place to support developers in providing for
effective service management, helping to minimise impacts on the surrounding transport
network.

5.7 Summary of Measures included in the ERM Modelling assessment
Table 5 summarises the combined NDP, NTA and City Edge transport measures for the City Edge and
how they were incorporated into the modelling assessment carried out to inform the City Edge
Movement Strategy.
Table 5. Movement Framework measures incorporated Into Modelling

MOVEMENT Strategy
MEASURES

MODEL PROVISION

Land Use

• Forecast growth in population, employment and education
derived from the NTA 2070 Planning sheet with amendments
made for City Edge development forecasts as set out in Section
4 of this report.

Transport Demand

• Strategy assessment undertaken with ‘Business as Usual’
transport demand (based on pre-covid transport trends) and an
‘Alternative Futures’ Demand (Considering change in travel
behaviours such as home working) to appraise strategy against
varying future transport demand scenarios.

Street Network

• Road network in ERM updated to reflect the planned hierarchy
of streets set out in the City Edge Masterplan

Public Transport – Bus

• The proposed NTA Bus Connects Network used as basis for
buses serving City Edge
• Increase service frequency of radial and orbital services and
removal of Crowding/Capacity constraint in model to obtain full
bus passenger demand
• Western orbital bus route: Realignment of S4 service as
identified by BusConnects through City Edge southern lands
along Walkinstown Avenue and Kimmage Road West, plus
increase service frequency3-5 minutes.
• Western Outer Orbital Bus Route: Provision of a new orbital
bus route Linking Liffey Valley to UCD/Blackrock via City Edge,
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Templeogue, and Dundrum (Along S6 line from Templeogue to
Blackrock- See Figure 15 below illustrating realigned S4 and S6
routes), plus increase service frequency 3-5minutes.

Public Transport – Light
Rail

Public Transport –Rail

• The proposed NTA post 2042 light rail network used as basis for
light rail serving City Edge
• New Red Line Luas Station to west of Nangor Road
• Delivery of Lucan Luas with interchange at proposed Kylemore
rail station
• Realignment of proposed Kimmage Luas through City Edge
lands along Calmount Road with provision for 3 stations within
City Edge area
• Delivery of the proposed rail network (including DART + and
Metro) as set out in the NTA’s Draft GDA Transport Strategy
2042.
• Provision of a new Rail Station at Kylemore.

Walk and Cycle
Measures

• Delivery of proposed NTA Cycle network as set out in the NTA’s
Draft GDA Transport Strategy 2042 with addition of proposed
SDCC and DCC Schemes and City Edge planned network
• Within City Edge, increase cycle speeds on all internal routes to
16kph to reflect segregated cycleway
• Main routes (e.g., Canal path) coded 20kph cycle speed
• NTA Cycle propensity tool adopted to reflect significant
investment in cycle infrastructure and forecast changes in
travel behaviours.

External Demand
Management Measures

• Adoption of demand management measures as set out in the
NTA’s Draft GDA Transport Strategy 2042.

City Edge Demand
Management Measures

• Residential Parking - Car Availability (Cars per household)
reduced to 10% to reflect long term aspiration of a car-free
development.
• No Free-work place parking (FWPP), with exception for small
proportion for Logistics/light industrial areas (10% only FWPP)
• On street parking charged at €5 per hour.
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Figure 15.
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6. TRANSPORT OUTCOMES
The combined Movement Framework devised for the City Edge Strategic Framework responds to the land
use assumptions for the City Edge lands while the incorporating an integrated series of transport measures
with the central aim of supporting ease of movement for residents / employees / visitors and
encouraging travel by sustainable modes. Figure 16 below summaries the key sustainable transport
measures proposed for City Edge.

Figure 16.

Proposed City Edge Sustainable Transport Network

As previously noted, the emerging transport and land use strategy for City Edge has been analysed
using the NTA’s Eastern Regional Model (ERM). Utilising the outputs of the ERM assessment, the
following section sets out the high-level impact of the strategy with respect to the four overarching
Movement Principles established for City Edge. The results of the assessment are presented for the
‘Business as Usual’ transport demand with additional commentary provided on the ‘Alternative Future’
demand where appropriate.
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6.1 Connectivity
To develop City Edge in a way that maximises the benefit of existing and future public transport
investment, supported by an integrated network of streets and routes that promote walking and
cycling.
The study area lands are currently served by strong East-West radial public transport services including heavy rail and Luas, as well as a number of city & regional bus services. Through
implementation of the NTA’s GDA Transport Strategy 2042, the level of public transport service on
offer will increase substantially within the study area with DART+ Southwest upgrades on the Kildare
railway line, enhancements to the existing Luas lines, delivery of new Luas lines and strengthening of
the bus service through BusConnects. To maximise the opportunities afforded by the investment in
public transport City Edge will focus residential, employment and community services around public
transport nodes. These mixed-use communities will be connected via a series of safe and attractive
walking and cycling routes as well as additional orbital and radial public transport routes with
additional light and heavy rail stations that will integrate with existing public transport infrastructure.
As set out in the Movement Framework, City Edge will also contain a package of supporting Demand
Management measures which will further enhance the attractiveness of sustainable transport options
and discourage the use of private car trips.
The transport strategy, in combination with other city-wide and
Government policies and programmes, will result in a significant
increase in sustainable travel to and from City Edge when
compared to present day1. The results of the ERM analysis indicate
that active travel trips (walking and cycling) to and from City Edge
in the morning peak period (7-10am) will account for 54% of the
overall trips when City Edge is fully built out. This compares to an
AM peak mode share of approximately 29% for Metropolitan
Dublin in the present-day scenario. In the Alternative Futures
scenario, the demand for active travel increases marginally to
55%, potentially reflecting a slight increase in local trip making.
The 2016 census has been used to represent the ‘Present Day’ as this is
the last year for which comprehensive Census travel data is available.

1
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The substantial investment in public transport will lead to
a step change in public transport use with 40% of future
residents /visitors to City Edge travelling by public
transport in the AM peak period. This compares to an AM
peak mode share of approximately 20% for public transport
use for Metropolitan Dublin in the present-day scenario. In
the Alternative Futures scenario, the demand for public
transport travel only marginally reduces to 39%, still
demonstrating a high demand for public transport travel.
Figure 17 below illustrates the origin and quantum of public transport trips leaving City Edge in 2070
during the AM Peak Period, which projects strong demand for public transport movements radially
into the city and west/south westwards towards Clondalkin and Tallaght. The figure also indicates a
strong demand for orbital movements towards the southeast of the city and northwards towards the
airport.

Figure 17.
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6.2 Transit Orientated Development
To focus land-use and densities across City Edge in a manner that creates sustainable urban
districts through integrated land-use and transport planning
The regeneration of the City Edge lands will follow the 15-minute
neighbourhood principle, whereby a mix of uses and densities will focus
on sustainable transport opportunities. Within City Edge, a number of
compact urban centres have been identified at existing and future key
transport nodes; including within the Kylemore, Cherry Orchard, Naas
Road, Redcow and Greenhills areas of the City Edge Lands. It is
envisaged that these five future Districts will be knitted together
through a series of strong walking and cycling connections. The diagram
opposite illustrates projected demand for overall movement within
City Edge (AM Peak) with thicker lines representing greater demand.

Figure 18.

Preferred transport mode to, from and within City Edge according to distance

Figure 18 illustrates the distances people will travel to, from and within City Edge expressed in km; as
well as the likely mode of travel they will choose for that journey. The graph indicates that the majority
of trips (60%) will be less than 5km in length and will be undertaken by walking, cycling or public
transport. This increases to 70% in the alternative futures scenarios reflecting the increase in working
from home.
Figure 19 below illustrates the origin and quantum of walking and cycling trips from City Edge. With
walking and cycling accounting for over 54% of trips from City Edge, the figure illustrates the substantial
number of active travel trips within City Edge and to neighbouring communities.
The results of the modelling assessment demonstrate the benefits that can be achieved through the
delivery of liveable communities that provide easy access to essential daily services and efficient public
transport connections.
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Figure 19.
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6.3 Placemaking
To create an attractive place for people to live, work and meet through a ‘people first’ design
approach, promoting opportunities for safe and attractive ways of travelling by active modes.
Over the past number of decades, the City Edge Lands have evolved to provide an important industrial,
commercial and logistics role for the city and wider region that is accessible from the national road
network and Motorway network. Understandably this has resulted in the creation of a vehicle
orientated place, with infrastructure investment focussing on the needs of private vehicles. Building
upon the existing infrastructure, it is envisaged under the City Edge Strategic Framework that the
transport network will be reimagined and reshaped to place the needs of people first. The Movement
Framework identifies a number of interventions to create an environment whereby walking will be the
first mode of choice. These include:
• Placing essential daily needs (e.g. schools, shops, parks etc.) within a short walking distance
of homes
• Provision of a comprehensive network of segregated on-street cycle facilities, accompanied
by greenways and new open spaces
• Creating attractive and vibrant centres that encourage social and commercial interaction
• Overcoming major severances such as the Naas Road, thorough investment in at-grade and
grade separated active mode crossings
• Improving the permeability for walking and cycling through the removal of segregating
barriers (e.g. cul-de sacs) and creating a more open and connected street network
• Improving connectivity to neighbouring communities through investment in the wider active
travel network
• Locating car parking on the periphery of district centres, adjacent to arterial and distributor
routes
• Creating car-free streets in areas of high pedestrian activity.
• Design of streets in accordance with the Design Manual for Urban Roads and Streets to ensure
reduced vehicular speeds
The results of the modelling assessment indicate that
the majority of trips within City Edge and to local
neighbouring communities will be undertaken by
walking or cycling. In the AM peak period alone, it is
estimated that nearly 60,000 walking or cycling trips
will be made to and from City Edge. This compares to
nearly 40,000 public transport trips and less than
7,000 car trips.

“Approximately 50% of trips to and
from City Edge will be less than 2km
in length with two thirds of these
being undertaken on foot”

The results of the modelling assessment demonstrate
the importance of integrating land use and transport,
supported by early investment in active travel
infrastructure and appropriate vehicle demand
management measures.
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6.4 Sustainable Mobility
To create an environment where sustainable travel becomes the preferred method of movement
for people and goods.
City Edge will play an important role in the long-term expansion of the region – contributing to the
future housing needs of the city and region, providing significant job creation, supporting investment
in major infrastructure, helping to meet our climate change obligations and enabling greater energy
resilience in our transport system. The successful growth of City Edge will be dependent upon the
phased implementation of the public transport proposals set out in the NTA’s draft GDA Transport
Strategy 2042, as well as the timely delivery of sustainable transport interventions within City Edge.
Building upon the NTA’s draft GDA Transport Strategy 2042, the City Edge Strategic Framework’s Movement
Framework sets out a comprehensive public transport network to meet the future demands for travel,
providing residents with a reliable and efficient service. This is supported by active mode infrastructure
to enable sustainable trips door to door. Key transport interventions include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early delivery of high quality bus routes through the site as planned under BusConnects
Providing a new station on the Red Luas Line between Red Cow and Kylemore
Safeguarding corridors for the future implementation of major public transport
infrastructure such as the City to Lucan Luas Line and Kimmage Luas Line
Establishing key orbital bus routes through City Edge with potential for upgrade to a mass
transit system
Delivery of high density mixed use development at stations with provision for multi-modal
interchange
Provision of a comprehensive network of walking and cycling routes connecting future
populations to public transport opportunities which will also support use of personal
mobility.

The results of the modelling assessment indicate a strong demand for both existing and planned public
transport measures from City Edge during the AM peak period, with public transport being the most
popular form of transport for trips over 5km in length to and from City Edge. As illustrated in Figure
20, there is a strong demand for the proposed Kimmage Luas through City Edge with peak demand
reaching 2,500 – 3,500 passengers per hour (pph) in the AM peak along a hypothetical route that would
include three Luas stops within the City Edge Lands where approx. 2,500 pph could be achieved.
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Figure 20.

Kimmage LUAS (AM)

As illustrated in Figure 21, similarly strong demand exists for the proposed Lucan Luas with peak
demand reaching 4,000 – 5,000 pph in the AM peak along a route identified under the Draft GDA
Transport Strategy that could include three Luas stops within the City Edge Lands where between 3,500
and 4,000 pph could be achieved.

Figure 21.

Lucan LUAS (AM)

As shown in Figure 22, demand for bus services is also strong along both identified orbital corridors,
with the inner orbital S4 route (as identified by Bus Connects and realigned under the City Edge Transport
Framework) carrying circa 1,250 to 1,700 pph as a bus service, potentially supporting a higher-capacity
segregated public transport service (e.g. light rail) in the future.
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Figure 22.

Orbital bus line S4 demand

Demand for the realigned outer orbital S6 service is also strong through City Edge carrying 1,500 to
2,000 pph, but with demand reducing towards the southeast of the city.
6.4.1

Movement of Goods and Impact on the Road Network

Whilst City Edge will undergo a substantial urban regeneration, given its
position on the transport network it will remain an important logistics
centre supporting the wider freight industry. City Edge will support the
creation of freight consolidation hubs in lands adjacent the M50/N7,
whilst promoting the use of more sustainable modes for ‘last mile’
deliveries to City Edge and onwards towards the city centre. The delivery
of the freight strategy, coordinated with the proposed demand
management measures and investment in sustainable infrastructure,
will minimise car trips from City Edge; thereby safeguarding the capacity
of the national road network for strategic traffic.

“Only 7% of journeys from
City Edge will be
undertaken by private car”

With the full delivery of the mobility strategy, Car trips will account for only 7% of trips to and from
City Edge. As illustrated in Figure 23 below, car trips to City Edge are largely dispersed around the GDA
and outside of the M50. However, there will still be a number of local trips made by car, indicating the
potential need for further Demand Management Measures to tackle local trip making by private car.
Figure 24 illustrates the high-level performance of the local road network in the 2070 AM peak period
expressed as volume/capacity link ratios. The figure indicates that most local roads within City Edge and
neighbouring communities will operate within capacity in the full build out scenario in 2070, with localised
congestion occurring at some junctions as experienced today. Figure 25 presents a comparison of traffic
flows around the N7 and M50 for the 2019 (present day scenario) and the 2070 full build out scenario for
City Edge. The figure shows the national road network with the full build out of City Edge in 2070 and the
NTA’s GDA Transport Strategy in place, will carry comparable traffic volumes compared to present day.
As per Figure 25, the results of the modelling assessment indicate that the full development of City Edge
by 2070 would contribute up to 13% of flows on the national road network adjacent to City Edge. The
Naas Road will largely operate within capacity with heavier demand on sections east of Kylemore Road.
The M50 and N7 east of Red Cow interchange will carry traffic flows comparable to present day and would
operate at or near capacity during the AM peak period.
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Figure 23.
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Distribution of car trips to City Edge (AM Peak) 2070
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Figure 24.
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City Edge network performance 2070
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Figure 25.
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National Road Network Performance – Present day traffic count plus contribution from 2070 Full build out of City Edge
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7. CONCLUSION
A strategic multi-modal assessment of the transport proposals outlined as part of the City Edge
development was undertaken using outputs from the Eastern Regional Model.
The main results of this assessment and the impacts of the City Edge Strategic Framework’s Movement Strategy,
can be summarised as follows (assumes full build-out of City Edge with full implementation of Movement
Strategy measures):
• The travel patterns assessment indicates a strong demand for travel radially into the city
centre, as well as westwards towards Kildare and south westwards towards Tallaght.
• The Movement Strategy, in combination with other city-wide and Government policies and
programmes, will result in a significant increase in sustainable travel to and from City Edge
when compared to present day.
• Trips originating from the city centre will be able to avail of travel by bus, Luas or heavy rail,
with substantial upgrades planned to the bus network under BusConnects and rail network
under Dart+. Travel westwards from City Edge will be served by Dart + as well as the planned
delivery of the Luas Lucan as set out in the NTA’s GDA Transport Strategy 2042. Trips
originating from Tallaght will utilise the Luas Red Line as well as substantial bus service
enhancements under BusConnects. In the longer term (post 2042) the NTA’s GDA Transport
Strategy 2042 plans for further additions to the Light rail network with a potential Light rail
line from the city centre via Kimmage and City Edge.
• This substantial investment in public transport will lead to a step change in public transport
use with 40% of future residents /visitors to City Edge travelling by public transport in the AM
peak period.
• City Edge will support the planned investment in the GDA heavy and light rail network with
peak demand reaching 2,500 – 3,500 passengers per hour on the version of the Kimmage Luas
Line that is routed via City Edge and over 4,000 passengers per hour on the planned Lucan Luas
Line.
• Demand for orbital bus services that have been identified under the City Edge Project will also
be strong, on both identified corridors, with demand reaching 2,000 passengers per hour on
the inner orbital line, potentially supporting a higher capacity service in the future (such as
light rail).
• The delivery of a comprehensive walking and cycling network placing the needs of people first
will result in active travel trips (walking and cycling) to and from City Edge in the morning peak
period accounting for 54% of the overall trips. This compares to an AM peak mode share of
approximately 29% for Metropolitan Dublin in the present-day scenario.
• The regeneration of the City Edge lands following the 15-minute neighbourhood principle, will
result in approximately 60% of trips to and from City Edge being less than 5km in length with
97% of these trips being undertaken by sustainable modes
• With the full delivery of the Movement Strategy, Car trips will account for only 7% of trips to
and from City Edge and these trips would contribute up to 13% flows on the immediate
national road, demonstrating the effectiveness of the combined investment in sustainable
infrastructure and provision of demand management measures.
In summary, City Edge represents an optimal location for large-scale compact development within the
Greater Dublin Area due to the availability of existing and planned high-capacity rail and bus
infrastructure, as well as proposed active travel links to neighbouring centres. Its development, as
envisaged in the Strategic Framework, will comprise a prime example of a sustainable new urban
quarter based on integrated transport and land-use planning and will make a significant contribution
to providing for the housing and employment needs of the city into the future.
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